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PREFACE
The work described in this report was performed by the Quality
Assurance and Reliability Division of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
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ABSTRACT
This technical memorandum presents the computer program listing
for the fault tree analysis of Technical Report 32-1542, Reliability Compu-
tation Using Fault Tree Analysis, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
Calif., Dec. 1, 1971. The program is written in FORTRAN V and is cur-
rently running on a UNIVAC 1108.
vi JPL, Technical Memorandum 33-512
I. INTR ODUC TION
This technical memorandum presents the computer program listing
for the MAIN program and those subroutines unique to the fault tree analy-
sis described in Ref. 1. These subroutines are FL,T, READDS, MODIFY,
PRTEQ, PRRBD, IBSTBY, SUB7, GATE, and SETIB. The other sub-
routines called by MAIN are used for analyzing the reliability block diagram
of Ref. 1 and are listed in Ref. 2. The program is written in FORTRAN V
and is currently running on a UNIVAC 1108.
JPL Technical Memorandum 33-512
































































































































FAULT TREE COMPUTATION PROGRAM
W R I T T E N BY PAUL CHELSON
JET PROPULSION LAB
SECTION 153 — RELIABILITY
L A T E S T EDITION - - 12 JULY 1371
UMVAC ilDfc. F O R T R A N V VERSION. 65K CORE S T O R A G E REQUIRED.
D A T A DECK SETUP.
F A U L T T R E E DESCRIPT ION.
IF THERE ARE N BASIC FAULTS. THERE WILL BE N CARDS OF THIS TYPE.
B L O C K NUK5ER (1-2) .FAULT P A T H (3-62 I WITH F O R M A T 20A3, A 1 IN (801
IN L A S T C A R D ;F THIS T Y f ' E .
DISTRIBUTION T Y P L " ( l - 2 ) » MISSION TIME(3-14) E F O R M A T . -
























A C T I V E P A R A M E T E R S FCR E A C H BLOCK OTHER THAN SENSE BL OCRS ( SUIT CHES ) FMN
RQ IS SET E30AL TO l.C IFI15-25) LEFT BLANK.
E L C C K NUMBER (1-2 ) . L A M B D A 1 3 - 1 4 ) E F O R M A T , R O C 1 5 - 2 5 ) F F O R M A T .
L A S T C A R D IN THIS SERIES HAS L A S T (80) SET EQUAL TO 5.
IF NC D O R M A N C Y INVOLVED, A BLANK C A R D , OTHERWISE -







A C T I V E L A M B D A S OS 59(1-2). 3LANKI3 -80 ) AND READ INDIVIDUAL DORMANTFMN
L A M B D A S - BLLCK «UK3ER! l -2) i L A M B D A DORM ANT ( 3-14 ) E F O R M A T .
L A S T CARD IN THIS SESIES HAS LAST (30) SET E3JAL TO 6.
SWITCHING OPTIONS FOR E A C H SENSE BLOCK.
D = KC SWITCHING! F ' R C t A L I L I T Y OF S W I T C H WORKING = l.U).
SENSE 3LCCKI1-2) .
1 - C O N S T A N T PROBABILITY T H A T Sr t lTCH W O R K S .
SENSE BLCCKI i -2 ) . B L A N K ! a-14) .PROE ABILIT Y ( 15- 2 5 ) F F O R M A T , 1(80).
2 - D O R M A N T FAILURE R A T E FOR S W I T C H .
SENSE 3LOCKI1-2) . L A M 3 0 A DOR MA NT ( 3- 14) E FORMAT, 2 ( 3 0 ) .
3 - D O R M A N T AND A C T I V E FAILURE R A T E FOR SWITCH! 2 C ARDS/SU ITCH) .
SENSE BLCCKd-2 ) .LAMBDA D CRM ANT ( 3-14 I E F O R M A T , 3 C 8 C ) .
SENSE BLOCKI1-2) . L A M d D A AC T IV E 1 3-14 I .
4 = NOT A V A I L A B L E .
5 r WOT A V A I L A B L E .
L A S T C A R D IN D A T A DECK i-.AS L A S T ( f c D ) StT E O U A L TO 7, 8. OR 9 -
7 ^ R E C A L C U L A T E W I T H NEW P A R A M E T E R S , 3 = NEW DIAGRAM, 9 : END.
COMMON/ ALLS U o / M I » M 2 » M 3 . M 4 » M 5 » M 6 » M 7 » L i , L 3 , L 4 » L 5 , L S
C O M M O N / L G SUB/16 (15, 2,50 ),I1S (5D ) , I RB ( 52 , 3C ), I TEMP (41 ,20 ) iNlt
1 ISAVEI 50,200 ) ,ISUC. JSUC.JS1, J S A V E I 5 0 . 2 0 C ) , I J3 It T OT .PR 03 ( 6 5 )»
2 F R O B l ( & 5 ) » I F R I N T , N S T D b Y ( 1 5 ) , N S B Y M X , N O P R N T
COMMGN/3MSU3/NFUP (.2.0G.L.N.P UP MX-.-N3 OUT (-5 0 )-, N3-OT MX-.-N 6i-N-(~5 G-)-» NE I-NMX-,
1 NBNUM15C 1 .NBNMAX
DIMENSION R01 5C> >NP t 50 ) . RT 1 &b ,1D1> , PSNS 1101) , 15 I 5D ) , T L t 50 )
DIMENSION IN(15) . ICUT(IE) , NRE 1 30 ) ,KR & (3C 1 .KS AVE ( 50 .2 DO )
DIMENSION L S A V E ( 5 C » 2 C S ' ) . T L D ( 5 0 )
DIMENSION S W P R O E ( S C ) .TLCS ( E D ) . T L S ( 5 C )
OCU3LE PRECISION DPREC .DPREC1 , JPREC2, OPREC3 .OPRE 04 , DPREC5



































































































































































































































Ml = 5G 6HAXIMJM NUMbE OF £ L O C K S IN D I A G R A K .






L i = K l + l
L 3 - M 3 + 1
iMAXIMUK NUMBER CF INPUTS/OUTPUTS T C / F R G M GM. BLOCK.
iMAXIK'JK NUM3EH OF SENSE BLOCKS CONTROLLING STANDBY.
C'MAXIMUN NoMcEh CF STANDiY B L O C K S C O N T R O L L E D BY 1 SENSOR
iMAXIMUM NUMiitft OF E Q U I V A L E N T SLOCKS IN A SINGLE SET.
d-HAXIMUh NUMBER OF L&UIVALENT BLOCK SETS.
L 6 = ( 2 « M 5 ) + i
THE FOLLOWING S H O W S THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE Ar iCVE TO S T O R A G E .
CCMNON/ALLSUb. /Mi .M2»M3, t f4 .M5. Mb.H7.Li.L3.L4.L5.LS
COMKC'N/LGSUB/ IB t L3 i2 rHl ), IIS (Ml ) » I RE (Mil L5 li I TEMP <L& t M7 ) iNl i
1 ISAVEIM1. M2 I , ISUC,JSUC.JS1,JSAVEIMI, M 2 > . I J S 1 . T O T . P R O S I L 4 > .
2 PRC5K L4) .1 PRINT . N S T D E Y 1 M<> ) .NSBYHX
CCMMON/S*1SU3/NPUP ( M2) tN PUP KX , fib OUT (Ml) t N3 CTUX . NBIN (Ml l.NBINHX.
1 KBNUKI Ml ) (Nb t iKAX
NST - NSTEF + 1
DIMENSION RCMMU.NF (N l ) t 3KL4 .NST) i PSNS I NST) . IS I Ml) t T L t Ml )
CIKEN5ICK IN (Ml ) .ICUTIKD . NRE ( L5 ) t KR a ( L5 ) t KS AVE I Ml i M2 )
DIMENSION L S A V E t H l t M2 ). IOR IK 1) . Tl_0 ( «11
DIMENSION S W F R G c ( M l ) > T L D S ( M l ) t T L S ( K l >
CLEAi! V A R I A 3 L L S TO Z£.^C AUD SET C O N S T A N T S .
IPRINT C 3 N T R C L S HCU MUCH OUTPUT WILL 3E PRINTtO.
IPRI,\T-G - PR NTS FL1 TREt" AND R E S U L T S .




PRINTS THE EQUIVALENT 3LOCK DIAGRAM.
O V E R A L L S Y S T E M PROBABIL ITY TREES ARE PRINT ED.
ALL PROBABIL ITY TREES ARE PRINTED.
ALL D I A G N O S T I C INFC IS PRINTED.
IF'RINT =
THE V A R I A B L E NSIB SPECIFIES THL NUMBER OF 'SIGNIFICANT* FIGURES
TC 6E PRINTED FOR THE RELIABILITIES. NOTE THAT 'SIGNIFICANT*
FIGURES IS DEFINE.& AS THE NUMBER OF NON-NINES IN THE RELIABILITY
NUMBER. T H U S f .33985. .385. AND.5S ALL H A V E TWO 'SIGNIFICANT*
DIGITS.
NSIG=3
- -THE— AR R-A-Y-V- -HOLDS- THE- -FCRKAT -FOR - THE-F-INAL--R E-
TrtE A R R A Y VK HOLOS THE ALPHA NUMBERS NEEDED TO CHANGE THE
V A R I A B L E : FORMAT v .
DIMENSION V d D ) . V K ( l C )
D A T A V/M 3'cHC.R' . 'EL1A&I' . 'L ITY O ' . ' F THE *. ' S Y S T E M ' , « 1HRL' 'i
1'TIME' . 'FiC.C.* , «3H H O U ' . ' R S = ',' F ',' 1C '.'.•.• 3 ' » ' ) • /






19 JS« I . J .K )=0
DC 6 I = l.f.l
00 6 K^l.LS



















































































































































































































































































PRCBC 11 = 0. SO* CJ
PROEI ( I )=C .CL+C
00 1C L-1.1C1
RTII t L ) = C .
P S N S ( L ) - Q . C D + C
DC 15 I-ltMl












00 17 K=l tL5
NRBI K ) = Q
K R B I K 1=0
DC 20 K-liK2
J S A V E 1 I iK)=C
ISAVEt l iKJ = 0
IF ( L A S T . £3.7 1 GO TO 3 G O C
R E A D F A U L T TREE AND C O N V E R T TO BLOCK D I A G R A M .
CALL F L T ( N E i N S R )
RG ( Ml ) - 1 . 0
T L t K l ) - C.L.
TLOIM11 - 3.0
N3HOLD = T E M P O R A R Y HOLD FOR THE HIGHEST NUMBER 3LOCM NBMAX ) .
NBHOLD = NE
ISUC = SUCCESS ELOCK h U K B E R I E A S E OF P R O B A B I L I T Y TREE TO EE GENER-
ATED 3Y CALLING SUBROUTINE TREE) .
ISUC=NB
JSUC ANO IPRINT ARE USED IN SUBROUTINE TREE TO C O N T R O L PRINTING.
JSUC=NB
NBMAX = THE HIGHEST BLOCK NUM3ER OF SLOCKS 1-50/1-Ml.
N3MAX = .NiJHOLC
SET THE FIRST ELEMENTS OF THE 18 A R R A Y WITH THE Q U A N T I T Y OF
INPUTS AND O U T P U T S TO E A C H BuOCK.
CALL S£TIB(It iMl.L3l
READ SENSE BLOCK AND S T A N D B Y B L O C K S OF T H A T SENSE BLOCK.
I IS A R R A Y HOLCS SENSE B L O C K S OF ORIGINAL TREE.
IS ASRAY HOLDS SENSE SLOCKS OF ORIGINAL TREE AND VARIES.
NNSR = NUMBER OF SENSE ELCCKi IN ORIGINAL TREE.
NSR = NUMBER CF SENSE SLOCKS IN ORIGINAL TREE AND VARIES.
IRB A R R A Y HOLDS S T A N D B Y BLOCKS CONTROLLED BY THEIR SENSE BLOCKS.
IRB(NUM3ER OF SENSE 3LCCK. 1) = NUMBER OF STANDBY BLOCKS
OF THAT SENSE BLOCK.
IRBINUM3ER OF SENSE 3LOCKf J ) = STANDBY BLOCK NUMBER CONTROLLED



























































































































































IF (NSR.EO.G) 00 TC 8<»G
DO 2CG1 I-likSR
IS( I>= IIS(I)
NS - IIS(1 )
DC 2CC5 J = L5t2.- l
IRE(NS iJ ) : IRB(NSiJ- l>
2005 CONTINUE
DO 2GC2 J^liM5
IF UR31N3.J+1) .EQ.C) GO TO 2QC3
2GC2 CONTINUE
2003 IR3INS.1 ): J-l
2CG1 CONTINUE
C
C S T A N D B Y L L C C K S MUST F O L L O W ALL O T H E R INPUT BLOCKS IN INPUT LISTS
C FOR 13. A R R A N G E 13 AND PRINT THE SENSE BLOCKS AND THE STANDBY
C E L O C K S .
C
CALL ISSTiYf 1SS8 • NSR.IS iIRBi IE » IPRIN T • L3 i L5 )
C
C READ AND G E N E R A T E ITE.MF A R R A Y OF E Q U I V A L E N T BLOCKS.
C Nl = MAXIMUM .NUMBER OF EQUIVALENT BLOCK SETS.
C
C
C PRINT RELIABILITY B L O C K D I A G R A M .
C
bit IF f lPRINT.Ei i .C) GO TO 2C15
CALL PRSSDdSiMl)
C
C PRINT EQUIVALENT SLOCKS.
C
2C15 IF (N1.E3.C) GO TO 201G
C A L L PR TEG (I TEHFiIFRINT iNl.LLB)
2010 CONTINUE
C
C RELIABILITY SLOCK D I A G R A M INPUT CHECKED.
C
C
C G E N E R A T E ORIGINAL TREE.
C ISAVE HOLDS THE PROBABIL ITY TREE SUCCESS PATHS
C JS1 - NUMBER OF SUCCESS P A T H S .
C
3CCC CALL T R E E ( S 3 S 8 )
C
C D U P L I C A T E ORIGINAL TREE INTO J S A V E .
C
CALL DUPTRE( jSAVEi lJSl i ISAVE • JS1)
C
C ICIST DETERMINES W H A T FA ILURE DISTRIBUTION 1C USED 1 1 = EXP ONENTI AL J
C T T O T - MISSION TIME.
C
R E A O ' l O G O . IDIST, T T O T
1CCC-F-ORMA-T-lI.2-iEii.7J
C
C READ P A R A M E T E R S CF FAILURE DISTRIBUTION.
C RC IS SET : 1.0 IF R E A D IN AS 3LANK OR ZERO.
C
GO TC ( 11COi12CG«130Ci1100i 15CO) iIOIST
C
C READ A C T I V E P A R A M E T E R S .
C
HOC READ HCli N c i T L A M b D t RCl iLAST
11C1 FORMAT( I2 iE12 .7 tF10 .7 t5SX ill )
IFC ROD 1109 i111G.11C9
1109 T L ( N B ) = TLAMBti
RG1 N3UR01
GO TC 1120
1110 R C ( N S ) = i . O
T L ( N f c ) = T L A M E D
1120 I F C L A S T . L T . 5 ) GO TO HOC
C
IFCNSR.E3.0 ) GO TO 1710
C


























































































































































CALL R E A O O S I N S R . T L O . T L . R Q . S WP ROS .TLDS »TLS • IREt IS J
C
C
C READ L A S T I E O I . LAST - 7t 8t CR 9.
C 7 = R E C A L C U L A T E WITH NEK P A R A M E T E R S . 8 = NEW DIAGRAM. 9 = ENO.
C








C 12CO.13aC.11DC.153C A V A I L A B L E IF YOU W A N T TO USE OTHER THAN
C EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION. ADD A P P R O P R I A T E S T A T K E N T S FOR NEW
C DISTRIBUTION.
C
1800 IF(NSR.EQ.C) 00 TO 8000
C









7C11 IF < JSAVEC.J l .NE.C I GO TO 7CC1
IF(I-l) 7 G C 2 . 7 G C 3 . 7 0 C 2
7GG1 K = l
7031 L=l
7005 CONTINUE
IF( NP{L) .E3 .1S(K) ) GO TO 7008
I F (L .EQ.MI G O T O 7007
L-L + 1
GO TO 7CG5
7007 IF( ABSI J3A t fE ( I.J) ) .Ei.IS (KM GO TO 7GC3
7C06 IF(K.EQ.NiR) GO TO 7CC9
K=K + 1
GC TO 7Q01




IFIIPRINT.NE.il 60 TO 7CC9
PRINT 200C1. INDEP
7209 IFCI.Ea.Ml) GO TO 70C2
1=1*1
GO TO 7C11





IFIIPRINT.NE.il GO TO 7330
PRINT 2CCC1. ISUC
2CCG1 FORMAT (13)
PRINT 20Cu2. (ISdlt 1=1 >H1I
PRINT 20002. (NP( II tl=l. Ml)
20C02 F C R M A T ( i H C 2 5 t I 3 » l X l / l H 25(13. 1XM
C
C
C DETERMINE W H A T TYPE OF S T A N D B Y IS INVOLVED.
C
C
C IF SENSE BLOCK CONTROLS ONE S T A N D B Y BLOCK. SET ISTDBY = 1. SEE IF
C THAT S T A N D B Y 3LOCK HAS AN INPUT. IF NO INPUT GO TO 7700. IF IT
C HAS AN INPUT GC TO 750C. IF SENSE BLOCK CONTROLS HO RE THAN ONE
C S T A N D B Y BLOCK. SET ISTOSY=2 A NO CALL SUBROUTINE STOBY2.
C

































































































































































CALL S T O B Y 2 ( i 3 S 3 . INDE?)
C
C DUPLICATE S T A N D B Y TR££ RETURNED IN ISAYE INTO LSAVE.
C
CALL D U P T R E < i _ S A V £ . L J S l » I S A V E . JSI)
IF (IPRINT.LE.2) GO TO 7200
CALL T R P 3 N T ( 2 »JSAVE.IJS1 t 1 )
CALL TRPRMTCi .LSAVErLJS l i 2 1
C


















C SUBROUTINE TRENUM S T O R E S IN KEN UK ALL THE DIFFERENT ADSOLUTE VALUEFMN 389G
C SLOCK NUMBERS IN THE STANDBY TREE. NUMOUT ZEROES OUT THESE
C BLOCK NUKc-EhS.
C




C IF S T A N D B Y BLOCK HAS NO INPUT. GO TO 750C.
C
ITEST=IB<1.1 t ISUC)
IF( ITEST.EQ.C 1 GO TO 7 50 0
C
CALL TREEt $ 9 S 3 )
C
C ZERO OUT STANDBY 5LCCKS IN STANDBY TREE.
C
CALL NUMOUTU996 . ISAVE, JSI)
C A L L SFLEFT( J996. ISAVE. JSI)
CALL D U P C U T ( S 9 9 3 , I S A V E . JSI)
IF (IPRINT.LE.2) EO TO 74DG
CALL TRPRNTd f ISAVEt JSI. 3 )
74CO CALL T R E N U K d S A V E t JS1I
C
C






C DUPLICATE SENSE TREE INTO K S A V E .
C
CALL C U P T R E C K S A V E . K J S 1 . I S A V E . JSI)
C
C S U B T R A C T FULL STANDBY TREE FROM SENSE TREE GIVING PI TREE.
C
GO TO (7515.7513) .ISTGBY
C
C GENERATE FULL S T A N D B Y TREE.
C
7515 ISUC=IR3( INDEP.2)
CALL T R E E ( S 9 S £ )
C














CALL P A T H O T I $998 t K S A V E . K J S l )













































































































































CALL N U M C U T ( $ 9 9 3 . K S A V E « K JS1)
CALL SFLEFTI $958 .K5A VE .KJ SI )
CALL O U P O U T C S 9 9 3 . K S A V E . K JS1)
IFJIPRINT.EQ.O) GO TO 7538
CALL TRPRNTU.KSAVE.KJS1 , 5 )
C
C CHECK PI TREE FOR STANDBY TREES REPLACED 3Y S T A N D 3 Y BLOCK< 51-65)/
C (L1-L4J.
C
7538 IF (NSBYHX.LE. i l 60 TO 7545
REWIND 10
DC 754C N=I .NSBYKX
READ110) NSStJSl
DC 7537 I-1.M2
READdOJ t I S A V E C J r D t J=lfMll
7537 CONTINUE
CALL TRI.NTR ( 1 393 r K SA V E f K J S I.I SAVE. JS lnMSTOBYtNSSYMX .NSS)
7540 CONTINUE
C
C DUPLICATE K S A V E INTO ISAVE.
C
7545 CALL CUPTRE ( IS A VE , JS1. KSAVE .KJS1 )
C
C PI TREE NCy IN ISAVE.
C
IF (IPRINT.LE.2 > GO TO 5 C C C
CALL TRPRNTI1 .I5AVE. JS1 . 6 )
GO TO 500C
C
















CALL P A T H C i T ( S 3 3 8 . ISAVE. JSU
IF< IPRINT.LE.2) 30 TO 7720
CALL TRFRNTd. ISAVE. JS1. 7 )
C




CALL NUMOUTI1998. ISAVE. JS1)
CALL SFLEFTJS993 . ISAVE. JS1)
CALL DUPOUTIS398 . ISAVE. JS1)
IFtIPRINT.LE.2) GO TO 5G 00
CALL TRPRNTU. ISAVE. JS1. 8 J
C






GO TO (51CC.5200.5300.54CC.55CC i.IDIST
C
5100 DO 5101 I=l tNBMAX
DPREC=-T*TL«I )





































































































































































C SUBROUTINE SYSP C A L C U L A T E S THE S Y S T E M PROBABIL ITY - RETURNS TOT.
C
C A L L SYSP
C
IFINCW.Ea.i l GO TO 9001
K = K + 1
T : ( T T O T * K ) / N S T E F
PSNSCKln .OO+G - TOT
C
C PREVENT DIVISION 3Y ZERO WHEN 13 SIGNIFICANT FIGURES LOST.
C
IF( PSNSI K J .GT .C.CO+OI GO TO 5160
IF(K.EG.l) GO TO 516C
C
C NEXT S T A T E M E N T ELIMINATES DIVISION BY Z E R O L A T E R WHEN CALCULATING


























C FROM l.OD+C JUST 3EFCRE LOSING ALL SIGNIFICANT FIGURES. THIS WILLFMN 5EOC
C CAUSE AN INTEGRATION ERROR IN CALCULATING RTi THE RELIABILITY OF
C A SENSE BLOCK OR SENSE TREE. THE SYSTEM RELIABILITY MAY NOT BE
C EFFECTED IF IT A P P R O A C H E S 1.0.
C
P S N S ( K ) - +.1731723175S753C7G9D-017
5160 IF tK .LE.NSTEH GC TO 51 OC
ISTEP=NSTEP*i
IFIIPRINT.NE.il SO TO 6 C O C







C SEE COMMENT S T A T E M E N T A F T E R 15CO.
GO TO 63CG
C




















C TIME V A R I A B L E - JT = C-KISSICN T I M E I T T O T ) . KT = 1-101 INCRE MENTS.FMN 57CC
C
C
6COC GO TO J6100.61COI t ISTDSY
C
C METHOD FOR ONE S T A N D B Y a LO CK< 1ST D3Y=1 1 .
C
61CG NB=IR3I INOEP. 2)
R T C N B . l l r R O t N S )
GC TO (S lG2 tb ' > C2»S30 ' ' tS ' *C" ? f 550 ' > ) f ID IST
C
6102 ISTEP=NSTEP+i
DO 6170 K T = 2 t I S T E P
OPREC = < - T T O T » (KT-11/NSTEP) »TL(NB)
DPREC1= < - T T G T » ( K T - l ) / N S T E P I * T L S tINDEPI
PINT= R O < N 3 > « P S N S < 1 ) » O E X P < D P R E C ) * S W P R 0 3 < I N O £ P ) » O E X P ( D P R E C 1 >
JTEND=KT-1
DC 6150 JT^l.JTEND
DPREC2=( < - T T G T * < KT-11/NSTEP) »TL ( N B ) ) + ( ( - T T O T « ( J T - l t / N S T E P I »
1 I T L D < N 8 ) - T L < NB) ) 1
DPREC3=< C - T T G T * < KT-11/NSTEP) *TL ( N B ) ) + ( ( - T T O T * ( J T 1/NSTEP )»
1 (TLD(NS)-TL l NB) I 1
DPREC1=I ( - T T O T » ( K T - 1 ) / N S T E P ) «TLS(INDEP) > +( t - T T O T * ( JT-1 1/NSTEP )»
1 (TLDSI INDEP)-TLS(INDEP) ))



























Y A V E - 1 t D £ X P ( D F R E C 2 ) * D E X P ( D P R E C l I 1 + (DEXP t DPREC3 1«DEXP IDPREC5 1 ) ) /2DCFKN 5S6C



































































































IF( IPRIiMT.NE.1) GO TO 6010
PRINT 5338. ( R T ( N B . K T ) . KT=1.ISTEP>






COMMENT S T A T E M E N T AFTER 1500.
KETHGC FOK MORE THAN ON L STANDBY ELCCK ( ISTDB Y=2 )
RO FOR ALL S T A N 0 3 Y 3L OCK S ( 51- 65) = 1
N8 = N S T 3 3 Y < N S B Y M X )
RT(N&.1)=1.0
GO TO (6103. S203. 6303. 6103. 6503) . IDIST
IST£P=NSTEP+i
DC 6500 K T = 2 » I S T E P
OPREC - S T 3 Y P R I L S A V £ . L J S 1 . R C » T L . R T . K T . O . T T O T . NSTEP. TLD)
DPREC1- t - T T O T * tKT-1) /NSTEP )«TLS IIN&EP)
PINT=PSi«S( 1 ) * C F R L C * S W P R C 3 ( INDEP) * DEXP 1 DPREC 1)
JTEND-KT-i
00 6150 JT=1.JTENC
DPREC1 = ( ( - T T G T » ( K T - 1 ) /NSTEP) *TLS(INDEP 1 ) + (( - T T O T » t JT-1 ) /NSTEP )*
1 1TLDSI INDEP)-TLS(INDEP) ))
DPREC5 = ( ( - T T C T » ( K T - 1 ) /NSTEP) «TL S( INDEP ) 1 * ( ( - T T O T * (JT ) /NSTEP )*
































Y A V £ = ( S T 3 Y P R ( L S A V E . L J S 1 . RO . TL »RT . KT . JT .TT OT »NSTE P. T LC ) *OEX P (DPREC5FMN


























21) ) / 2 .QO*C
PINT = PINT •» t P S N S t JT+D-PSIJSC JT1I * Y A V E * S W P R O B ( INDEP )
CONTINUE
RT(N fc .KT)=P I ta /PSNS( KT )
CONTINUE
IF (IPRINT.NE.1) &C TC 6 Cl C
PRINT 5333. ( R T I N 3 . K T ) . KT=1. 1STEP)






KRE A R R A Y CONTAINS S T A N D B Y BLOCKS W H O S E RELIABILITY HAS BEEN
CALCULATED.
00 &C01 N=l.v-5




CHECK IF ALL SENSE BLOCKS ACCOUNTED FOR. IF SO GO TO 8000.
13=0
DO 6006 1=1. Kl





IF (IS(I) .EO.C) GO TO 6DC8
CONTINUE
NSR=NSR-1
IFII.EQ.2) 30 TO 3000
Jjjrjjj+l
IF( JJJ.GE.M1) GO TO 3000
GC TC 7000
FINALIZE VARIABLES AND C A L C U L A T E RELIABILITY OF T O T A L SYSTEM.






































































































































































































3COO T r T T O T
K-NSTEP
- - - Wfl U ~1- -P i U W —1 - _ - — - _ — _ — _ _ _ . — . _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
c
C DUPLICATE J S A V E INTO ISAVE.
C
CALL OUPTREI ISAVt . JS1 . J SA VE. IJS11
GO TO 9COC
C
C PRINT RESULTS IF RO = 1 . S U P P R E S S PRINTING OF RO.
C
9CG1 PRINT 8D£
306 FORMAT( lH i )
C
IF! N S 3 Y M X . L E . C ) GO TC 700
C
C PRINT S T A N D B Y BLOCKS! 51- 65 J AND THEIR TREES.




DO 530 N= l .NSbYMX
SSTAOdQ) NS. LJS1
DC 5CC 1=1. K2
R E A D ( I O ) ( LSAVE(J . I ) . J-I .Ml)
ECO CONTINUE
IF! IPRINT.LE. i) 3C TO 525
PRINT 510. NS
510 F O R M A T ! - C o T A N O B Y TREE REPLACED 6Y SLOCK« I3 )








C PRINT THE ORIGINAL TREE W I T H S T A N D B Y BLC CKS I 5i-65 ) /( L1-L4 J .
IF( IPRINT.LE. I) 30 TO 7G 0
PRINT 560t Li. Lt
560 F O R M A T ! «10rUGINAL PR03A3ILITY TREE WITH S T A N D 3 Y BLOCKS (»I3.
1 ' THRU'Ii. ' 1. • )




701 F O R M A T ! • A C T I V E F/R D O R M A N T F/ R R-INITIAL
1 RELIABILITY' )
DO 704 I-1.L4
IF(l.LE.Ml) tO TO 7C£
IF( PR0311 D.LE.O) GO TO 7C4
PRINT 703i I . PRCEK I)
7C3 FORMAT! • BLOCK • 13 .44X . 01 7. 7 1
GO TC 704
_,_
C IF IN NRE A R R A Y . HAS BEEN R E P L A C E D . T H E R E F O R E NO RELIABILITY.
C
706 DO 7C2 J=1.NRD1
IF( I.NE.NRBIJ) > 30 TC 702
IFIRG1I) .GE.l.C > SO TO 711
PRINT 707. It TL(D. TLO( I ) . ROII)
GO TC 704




C DO NOT PRINT SENSE BLOCKS SINCE TLII»=0. TLDIH^O. AND RO( I ) = 1
C NCT R E L A T E D TO THE SENSE SWITCH OPTION P A R A M E T E R S AND ARE ONLY
C USED TO SET SENSE SLOCK PROBABILITY = 1.0 IN TREE PATHS.
C
DC 715 J=1.NNSR
IFIIISI Jl.EG.II GC TO 7C4
715 CONTINUE
C




c MM c T Qr\





























































































































7C5 PRINT 707 t I. TL lDt TLOI IJ . RO( I ) i PR031CI)
7C7 F O R M A T ! ' tLOCK* I3 t 2E16.7 tF 12 . 7 t D17 .7 )
GO TO 70*
706 PRINT 703i Ii TL(I ) . T L C ( I » t PROBlt l l
7C9 F O R M A T ! * cLOCK' IJ t 2E16.7 p!2XiD17.7)
704 CONTINUE
C
C PRINT SENSE S W I T C H O P T I O N S .
C
IF INNSR.EG.O ) GO TO 74C
PRINT 72G
72G F O R M A T ! 'C^ENSE SWITCH A C T I V E F/R D O R M A N T F/R P R O B A B I L I T Y *
DO 73C J=1»NNSR
NS-IIS! „>
PRINT 725. N S i T L 5 ( N S ) t T L D S t N S ) t S W P R O S I N S )
725 F O R M A T ! ' BLOCK'13. 2E16.7 iF 12 . 7 • E16 .7 >
730 CONTINUE
740 R ^ T O T
Kr-LOGlCtl.-R 1
K=K+NSIG
I F J K . G T . 3 ) K^8
V(12 ) - V K ( K + 2 J
V ( 1 4 ) = V K ( K )
W R I T E C 6 . V ) T T C T t R
PRINT 8C!&
C
C MODIFY PRC3ABILITY D A T A IF LAST - It GO TO 98G.
C
IF ILAST.LT.7I GO TO 998
IF ( L A S T . EG. 7 > 60 TO 98C
IF!LAST.£3.3) GO TO 939
IF1LAST.ES.9 ) GO TO 1C6£
GO TO 933
C
C INITIALIZE VARIABLES FOR RECALCULATION WITH NEW PARAMETERS.
C







C ERROR RETIRN FROM SUBROLTINES. READ TO NEW D IAGRAM D A T A DECK.
C
996 IF 1 L A S T - 8) 9 9 9 B t 9 9 9 t 1CE6
9398 READ 2 7 Q 7 t LAST
27C7 F O R M A T (73Xt I i )
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TREE'FTREE.FLT
1 . S U B R O U T I N E F L T I N B . N R S W l FLT 1C
2 C F A U L T T R E E A N i A L Y S I S "SUBR OUT INE. -FLT- - 20-
3 C U N I V A C llClSi F O R T R A N V V E R S I O N . FLT 3C
1 C W R I T T E N BY PAUL CHELSON. JP L S E C T I O N 153 FLT 10
5 C FLT 5C
6 C THIS S U B R O U T I N E C O N V E R T S THE FAULT T R E E TO A R E L I A B I L I T Y FLT 6C
7 C B L O C K D I A G R A M . FLT 7C
3 C FLT 80
9 C FLT 9C
10 C O M M O N / A L L S U 3 / M l . M 2 . M 3 . f t l . M 5 . M 6 . M 7 . L 1 . L 3 . L 1 . L 5 . L 6 FLT 100
11 C O M M O N / L G S U B / I B ( i 5 i 2 . 5 0 ).IIS (5O.IRB (50 t30 l t !TEHP««l .20 I t N l t FLT 11C
12 1 I G A V E C 5 0 . 2 0 C ) . I S U C . J S U C • J S 1 . J S A V E ( 5 0 . 2 0 0 ) t I J S 1 . T O T . P R 0 8 I 5 5 ) . FLT 120
13 2 P R O E H 6 5 ) . I F R I N T . K S T D B K ( 1 5 » i N S B Y K X . N O P R N I FLT 13C
It C C M M O N / S U 3 / I P A T H « 2 C . 5 G ) « I A N D < 1 9 « 1 2 J . I A N D Z « 2 5 . 1 2 ) . I A N . B L 3 i M 8 FLT 110
15 C O M M O N / G T / 6 L 1 FL1 150
16 D I M E N S I O N ISA VEI191 .MZ II 3> . A( 8) t N3SAVE (19) t J P A T H I 2 0 J FLT ISC
17 D I M E N S I O N N O N A C T ( 5 C i 3 0 ) . M A T C S W t 5 0 » FLT 17C
18 E Q U I V A L E N C E ( N O N A C T ( I t II , I R B ( i , 1 ) ) . ( M A T C S W ( 1 ) f I I S ( 1 ) ) FLT 180
19 D O U B L E P R E C I S I O N F R O B i F R O B l t T O T FLT 13C
20 I N T E G E R A . B L 3 » B L 1 . G A T E . £ 0 FLT 2CO
21 C FLT 21C
22 C I P A T H ( M t l ) H O L D S THE M-TH G A T E OF THE I-TH FAULT PATH. J T H E I-TH FLT 220
23 C F A U L T P A T H IS THE F A U L T P A T H OF B L O C K I . J FLT 23C
2<4 C FLT 21C
25 D A T A £<}/• = •/ FLT 25C
26 D A T A A/01605C505i:5C5.0350505050505.0060505050505.0210505050505. FLT 260
27 1037D505C50505.03C05C5C5C5C5.C1105G505G5CE.0110505D505D5/ FLT 27C
2» 2KTRE/005050505C5C5/ FLT 280
29 BL3 - K T R E FLT 29C
30 BL1 = K T R E FLT 3CO
31 M8 - 20 3 M A X NO. OF G A T E S IN A F A U L T P A T H FOR A B L O C K . FLT 31D
32 L9=M1-1 S M A X I M U M N U M B E R OF I N P U T B L O C K S IN F A U L T T R E E . FLT 320
33 M10 - 12 3 M A X NO. OF ANC G A T E S B E I N G W O R K E D ON AT ONE T I M E . FLT 33C
3<» LL3=L3 + 1 FLT 3tO
35 LL6=M6+1 FLT 35G
36 L8=M8-1 FLT 360
37 C FLT 37D
33 C FLT 380
39 C FLT 39C
<»0 C FLT <»00
HI C FLT HIE
<42 C I N I T I A L I Z E FLT <»2C
K3 C FLT <»3C
<»<» 898 DO 11 I^ l tMl FLT <»i|0
US DO 11 J=1.2 FLT 1150
<*6 DO 10 K - l t L 3 FLT <»6Q
i»7 10 I B I K t J t I l = C FLT "»7C
US DO 9 L = 1 » M 8 FLT <»80
19 J P A T H I L ) = B L 3 FLT 49C
50 9 I P A T H t L » I I = B L 3 FLT 500
51 11 C O N T I N U E FLT 510
52 DO 12 1=1.M7 FLT 520
53 P°_ l±_JrA.tL.6_^ FLT 53°
5<» " 12 I T E M P ( J . I J = 0 * FLT - 510
55 DO m 1=1 iL9 FLT 55C
55 I S A V E t I > = C FLT 560
57 HZU»=C FLT 570
58 N B S A V E I I J = 0 FLT 580
59 DO 11 J = l i M l C FLT 59C
60 11 I A N D C I . J J = 0 FLT 600
61 DO 16 J=1.M1C FLT 610
62 I A N D ( 1 . J ) = B L 3 FLT 620
63 I A N D Z ( l t J ) = B L 3 FLT 630
61 DO 16 K=2 .L3 FLT 610
65 16 I A N D Z C K t J ) = C FLT 65C
66 IZ=0 FLT 660
67 MSAVE =0 FLT 67C
68 N B S M A X = 0 FLT 680
69 R E W I N D 10 FLT 690
70 C INITIALISE V A R I A B L E S USED IN M O D I F Y I N G TREES W I T H D O R M A N C Y . FLT 700
71 DO 517 d = Ii50 FLT 710
72 M A T C S U ( J > = 0 FLT 720
73 DO 517 K = 1.30 FLT 730
71 N O N A C T ( J . K ) = 0 FLT 710
75 517 C O N T I N U E FLT 750









































































































READ F A U L T TREE. W R I T E CN S C R A T C H TAPE. S T O R E BLOCK NUMBERS IN





















RANK NBSAVE. L O W E S T TO HIGHEST, ELIMINATING EQUAL BLOCK NUMBERS.






F O R M A T C 7 X . i l .6X.I1I




PRINT 109. IPRINT. NSIG
F C R M A T I 'G1PRIUT OPTION SET ATI*.* NSIG OPTION SET AT*I*/1H1)
GO TO 20
PRINT 108
F O R M A T C * Q E R R G R » » ATTEMPT TO SPECIFY IPRINT OR NSIG. BUT SPECIFIED
10UT OF R A N G E . * / * CARD IGNORED*)
GO TO 20
WRITEC1CI .NB.JP ATH. LAST
IFCLAST.LT.l) GO TO 20
END FILE 1C
REWIND 10
N B S A V E ORIGINALLY HOLDS BLOCK NCS USED BY THE FAULT TREE. IT IS
N8SAVE ORIGINALLY HOLDS BLOCK NOS USED 3Y THE FAULT TREE. IT IS
THEN FILLED CUT WITH NOS. NOT USED. THUS GIVING A LIST OF NUMBERS
THAT CAN BE ASSIGNED TO EQUIVALENT BLOCKS.
IFC IPRINT. NE.*) GO TO 2C 5
PRINT NBSAVE TO CHECK
PRINT 201. NBSAVE
F O R M A T C *ONBSAVE*25I3/1H . SX.25I3)
NBKMAX = MAX NUMBER UF ELCCKS IN DIAGRAM.
N B K M A X - N B S M A X
RANK NBSAVEIBLOCK NUMBERS) ELIMINATING E Q U A L S .






IFCNBSAVEIJ I .EQ.C) GO TC 250
IFC NBSAVEC I >. EQ. NBSAVE IJ )) GO TO 200
I F C N E S A V E C D . L T . N B S A V E C J) J GC TO 2*0
JHOLD=N33AVE< I)
N B S A V E ( I ) = N B S A V E C J )
NBSAVEC JJ=JHGLC
GO TC 2*0
CHECK IF DUPLICATE A L R E A D Y IN ITEMP. IF NOT STORE.
DO 210 L-1.M7
IFC ITENPC2.L) .E3.0) GO TO 215




































































F O R M A T C "1ITEMP IS FULL-S TATME NT NO. 211 OF FLT SU8ROUT INE. •/• THERFLT
IE ARE MORE THAN 20 SETS OF EQUIVALENT BLOCKS. *l
GO TO 9999






















































































































































































ELIMINATE DUPLICATE BLOCK NUMBERS AND KEEP CCUNT.
SHIFT ~N3SAVE A R R A Y TO L£ FT .~ ~ ' - -- -
225 00 230 K-J.IEND
N B S A V E C K ) = N B S A V E < K « 1 )
230 CONTINUE




N8EG = END OF ORIGINAL BLOCK NUMBERS IN N3SAVE A R R A Y .
NEND = END OF ORIGINAL ELOCK NUMBERS IN N E S A V E A R R A Y .
NBEG=NBKMAX-JCOUNT
NEND=NBEG
PUT NEW BLOCK NUMBERS INTO LAST PART OF NBSAVt A R R A Y .
PRINT NBSAVE TO SEE IF FANKEC





IF INBSAVEIK».EQ.J> GO TC 270
N-N*1
IFIN.GT.L9l GO TO 26C
N S S A V E ( N ) - J
60 TO 260
270 K=K+1
IF(K.GT.NEND) GO TO 265
280 CONTINUE
GO TC 290
260 PRINT 261f N
261 FORMAT! 'IN IS GREATER T hAN 5C. N='I<t/« ERROR AT STATEMENT NC.





IF(N.GT.L9» GO TO 26G
NBSAVE(N1=L
275 CONTINUE
PRINT N B S A V E TO CHECK R / N K AND NEW NE ASSIGNEE.
IFIIPRINT.NE.4) GO TO 220
PRINT 201t NBSAVE
REREAD D A T A AND C HE CK ~TF N B~ E~3 UAL ~I T£ M P~.
290 READdOl NK. JPATHf L A S T
DO 300 L=1»M7
IF«ITEMPI2fL) .EQ.OJ GO TO 300
IFt ITEMP(2.LI .EQ.NK > GO TC 31C
300 CONTINUE
GO TC 350
CHECK IF FIRST TIME K E A C IN . IF NOT A S S I G N NEfc NB.
310 ntMPtl.Ll-ITCMPtltL >»1
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DO 360 1=1 t MS
IPATHII.NB)=JPATH(I)




PRINT EQUIVALENT BLOCKS. Nl = NUMBER OF CF EQUIVALENT BLCCK S E T S
PRINT 371
FORMATl 'GEQUIVALENT BLOCKS' )
DO 380 1=1. M7
IFIITEMPI2.IJ.E3.0) GO TO 390
DO 373 J=2.LL6
IFIITEMP( J.II .E3.0) GO TO 374
CONTINUE
K=J-1
PRINT 372. 1 TEMP (2. 1) . ( ( EQ .IT EMP ( J. 1 1 ) » J=3 .K )








FORMATl »0 NONE USED')
PRINT FAULT TREE PATHS AS A CHECK
PRINT 633
FORMAT11H116HFAULT TREE P A T H S )
DO 90 1=1. Ml
IF IIP ATM 1 1*1 )-BL3)S1.9C .91
PRINT 634.1.1 IPATH(K.I). K=1.M8)
FORMATI1HC5HDLOCKI3.3X.20 (A3 .IX))
CONTINUE
PRINT ITEMP AS A CHECK IF IPR INT IS 4
IF< IPRINT.NE.4) GO TO 410
DC 4CO 1=1. M7
PRINT 393. It JITEMP(J.I). J=1.L6)
F O R M A T l 'CITEMPI'13.' )='21I3/' *20I3)
CONTINUE
PHASE 3
THE SUBROUTINE MODIFY MODIFIES THE FAULT PATHS WHERE N E C E S S A R Y
CALL M O D I F Y I N O N A C T t M A T C S W . A. IPR INT .NRSU )
THE MODIFIED FAULT TREE HAS ELIMINATED ALL SERIES »ANC» AND »OR»
GATES. AND HAS REDUCED * S T A N D B Y » GATES TO »AND» AND «OR« G A T E S
1 BUT UHICH ARE DENOTED D ANC S RESPECTIVELY 1
IFIIPRINT.EQ.O) GO TO 5 C8
PRINT 577
FORMAT IIHI.SX.'MODIFIEC FAULT TREE P A T H S ' )
DO 505 1=1. Ml
IF IIPATH(l.I) -BL3) 50E.5C5.5CC
PRINT 5Q-7-«-I-»-|-TP AT H I'K . I") . K~ 1 . M 8 )
FORMATI1HCEHBLOCKI3 .3X.2C (A3 .IX ))
CONTINUE
PHASE 4



















































































































































































































































MK » I K ) - A < 2 ) 1 5 6 . 1 . 5 6
MK tIK 1


































IS IT CLEARED FLT
IS GATE FOUND THE FIRST GATE IN THE FAULT PATH. IF NOT, HAS THE FLT
PREVIOUS G A T E IN ThE FALLT P A T H BEEN T R E A T E D * I.E. IS THE FLT
PREVIOUS GATE = X * FLT
FLT
61 IFIN-1162.63.62 FLT
62 IF t I P A T H ( N - l . U - A ( 2 ) )64 .63.64 FLT
FLT
NOT CLEARED IS 64 ROUTE FLT
FLT
64 IF(IZ)172.516.172 FLT
IF < G A T E t J ) - A < 7 ) ) 174.176.174 FLT
IF ( G A T E t J ) - A ( 4 ) » 173,175.173 FLT





CHECK TO SEE IF OR GATE HAS BEEN HIT BEFORE FLT
FLT
42.43 LOOP THROUGH ALL OTHER FAULT PATHS TO SEE IF GATE J IS IN
ANY CTHLR PATH. IF YES. LOOP CUT TO 61.
DO 42 1 = 1.L9
IS P A T H TO BE CHECKED BLANK * IF YES.IGNORE
IF(IPATM(1.I>-BL3>58.42.58
IS THIS THE PATH CURRENTLY BEING WORKED CN ( IK) * IF YES.IGNORE
58 I F I I - I K J 5 9 . 4 2 . 5 9
59 DC 43 N=1.M8












146 C O N T I N U E
IANZ IS FULL. IMPLYING THAT MORE THAN 12 OR
RELATED. J IS THE OR GATE BEING WORKED ON.













15 F O R M A T ! « 1 E R R C R »» THERE ARE MORE THAN 12 OR G A T E S INTERRELATED.* / FLT
!• THE GATE CURRENTLY BEING WORKED ON IS «A3/ ' ERROR IS AT STATEMENFLT


















































































































































































































IFIIZ.LT.L3J GO TO 1001
STOP 1001
DO 111 K=1.I2









IAND <K . IAN)=C
GO TO 1
CLEARED IS 63 ROUTE
HSAVE^MSAVE*!
ISAVE S A V E S PATH NUMBERS OF THE PATHS THAT CONTAIN GATE J
M S A V E IS THE NUMBER OF E L O C K S STORED IN ISAVE
I S A V E < M S A V E » = I
CONTINUE
RECORD ORIGINAL PATH
I S A V E C 1 ) = Z K
SET THE FIRST NON-X-EO GATE IN EACH OF THE PATHS SORED IN ISAVE
TO X. THIS INDICATES THAT THESE G A T E S ARE WORKED ON.





IPATHI N .L I=A<2)
CONTINUE
R E C O R D ISAVE IN IAND FO F ANY OR G A T E S BEING W O R K E D ON
DO 15C I=l.MiO
IF (IANDZ( I.I J-3L3»182tl50tl32
IF 1 1 AN DZ( lil »-J J79C.150 t79D
DO 151 K=2.L9
IF 1 1 ANDCK.IH151 tl83.151
CONTINUE
IAND«l.I»=IANDZll.I>





NOTE IN THE FOLLOWING.. HZ HOLDS BLOCKS OF THE DIAGRAM THAT HAVE
A T E M P O R A R Y OUTPUT OF Zt I.E. OUTPUT B L O C K NOT YET DETERMINED.
IZ IS QTY IN MZ.








IF I G A T E C J ) - Atl l l 67.67.66
G A T E S USE 67 ROUTE. -






HAS THIS OR GATE APPEARED IN IANDZ
00 153 1=1. M1Q




































































































































































































































































PUT BLOCKS IN SERIES. PUT Z IN OUTPUT OF LAST.
L-ISAVEJ1)
1612 t 2 t L > = I S A V E < 2 »
I F ( M S A V E - 2 ) 7 3 t 7 3 » 7 2
N-MSAVE-1














BLANK OUT PATHS WITH OUTPUTS
IL1=MSAVE-1








REMOVE IANOZ FROM ISAVE
00 154 IZ2.L3
IF<IANDZ(I»IANl)51t l54t£ l
DO 155 N^ l tMSAVE






















lAND(l t lAM) - BL3
lANDZ( l t lAN) = BL3
00 867 K - 2.L3
I A N D Z ( K i I A N > - 0
lAND(Kt lAN) - C
CONTINUE
00 868 K - LL3.L9


































































































































































































































I S A V E < L i = I S A V £ t L » l l
I F C L * 1 - M S A V E > 7 8 . 7 9 . 7 9
79 M S A V E = M S A V E - 1
N = N-1
I F < H S A V E ) 7 4 . 1 . 7 4
75 L - I S A V E ( l )
MAKE CHAIN
DO 48 I = l t I Z
M = M Z t I >
BLANK OUT PATHS WITH NUMERICAL OUTPUT
DO SCO K=1.M8
800 IPATH1 K . M I = B L 3
N = I+1
I B I 2 . 2 . H ) = L
48 I B ( N . 1 . L > = H
IFC MSAVt-1)81.81.8C
80 DO 49 I = 2 . M S A V E
H = I S A V E t I I
I S ( 2 . 2 . L ) = M
49 IE(2.1.H>-L
81 L = I S A V £ t M S A V E J
I E ( 2 . 2 . L J = A ( 5 i
12=1
M Z ( 1 1 = L
IFf HSAVE-Ult 1.793
SET UP Ml AS TOP BLOCK
82 DO 52 1=1.IZ
11=1*1
I & < 2 . 2 . L ) = M 1
NS = Ml
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_ SUBROUTINE R EADDS ( NS_R .T LD .TL .RO.SWPROB.TLDS. TLS .IRB. IS»
- _ .
THIS SUBROUTINE READS T KE DORMANT P A R A M E T E R S (FAILURE RATES OR
F A C T O R ) AND THE SWITCHING OPTIONS AND PARAMETERS IF THERE
ARE ANY S T A N D B Y B L O C K S IN THE RED
DIMENSION S W F R O B I 5 C ) .TLCS (50 l . TLS(SC)
DIMENSION R0( 50). IS 1 50). TLD 150) . TL { 50) .IRB(50.:30)
READ D O R M A N C Y P A R A M E T E R S .
R E A D 1C
READ 20
R E A D 30
READ 40
R E A D 50
READ 60
R E A D 70
READ 30
R E A D 90
READ 100
D F A C T - D O R M A N C Y F A C T O R TO BE MULTIPLIED EY S T A N D B Y ACTIVE L A M B D A S R E A D 110
IF IDUMMY NON ZERO AND DFACT - C - READ LAMBDA DORMANT = TLC(NB) .
READ 4101. luUMMY, DFACT
FORMAT( I2 .E12 .7 .F1C.7 .55X .11 )
IF! IDUMMY. EQ.OI G3 TO 41 SC
IF ( D F A C T . GT.L. ) 30 TO 1160
R £ A O 1101. No. TLAMBD. DUMMY. LAST
TLDI N B ) = T L A M t 3






N3- IR3( NS. K )
T L C ( N E ) = D F A C T « T L ( N E )
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
R E A D SWITCHING OPTIONS AND D A T A FOR EACH SENSE BLOCK.
C = PERFECT SWITCHING( PROBABILITY SWITCH W O R K S EQUALS 1.0)
1 = C O N S T A N T PROBABIL ITY THAT SWITCH W O R K S .
2 = DORMANT FAILURE RATE FOR SWITCH.
3 = D O R M A N T AND A C T I V E FAILURE R A T E FOR SWITCH.
4 - NOT A V A I L A B L E
5 - NOT AVAILABLE
DC 4 7 D C J=1.NSR
READ 1101. N6. TLAMBD. SFRoa.isopT
IF (ISCPT.Ei.C.) GO TO 4b CO
GO TO (4610.4520.1630.1542.4650). ISOPT
S W P R G B ( N B ) = 1 . C
TLDSI N a > = G . C
TLSINBI^C .O
GO TC 168C,





T L O S ( N 3 ) = T L A K 3 0
TLSI N B ) = C . O
GO TO 1S8C
SUPROB(Nb)- l .C
TLDS( N 8 ) = T L A M 3 D
READ 1101. Nt. TLAMBD












R E A D 13C
READ 140
R E A D 150
READ 160
R E A D 170
READ 180
R E A D 190
READ 200
R E A D 210
READ 220




















R E A D 43G
READ 110
R E A D 152
READ ISC
R E A D 470
READ 480
R E A D 490
READ SCO
R E A D SIC
READ 520
R E A D S3C
R E A 0 5 10
READ 550
READ 560
R E A D 57C
READ 530
R E A D 590
READ 600
R E A D 61C
READ 620







R E A D 700













































































SUBROUTINE MODIFY ( NONACT . M A T C S W . A. IPRINT.NRSUJ
COMMON /ALLSUE/M1.M2.M 3 «K4 t MS .M6 tH7 t t_ l« L3 . L4 t L5 t L6
COMMON/SU3/IPATHI2C.50). IA NO (4 9. 12) f IANDZ ( 25f 12 1 t IAN. 3L3t MS
DIMENSION N O N A C T I 5 C . 3 0 ) i M A T C S W { 5C » .N ACV (5C J
INTEGER GATE. A I 3 J . 3 L 3




ICC N A C V ( I » = C
NRSU = 0
C
C CONDENSE PATHS BY ELIMINATING SERIES ANOS AND ORS. SAVING C A S T .
C
410 DC 30 IK=1.L3
IF«IPATHI1.IK)-BL3)31.3C.31
31 00 35 I-1.L8
32 IFUPATH(I+1 .IKJ-BL3136 .3D. 36
36 IF( GATE( IPATH(I.IK) ).NE. G A T E ! IPATH1 I+l.IK) ) ) G O T O 35
C
C CHECK TO SEE IF I
C
37 IFC GATE< IFATH<I . IK» )-A <1 1 > 34. 35 . 34
34 DO 33 J=I .L8






C MODIFY G A T E S WITH DORMANCY. GOOD OR G INPUTS T3 S T A N D B Y G A T E S
C ARE CHANGED 10 D G A T E S . AND S W I T C H OR S G A T E S APPENDED TO E V E R Y
C D GATE. THIS ENSURES T H A T ALL G A T E S HAVE AT LEAST 2 INPUTS IN
C ADDITION TO CHANGING THt FORM TO ONE WHICH WILL DIRECTLY C O N V E R T
C TO A RELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAM. D GATES ARE T R E A T E D AS AND G A T E S
C AND S G A T E S ARE T R E A T E D AS OR G A T E S . W I T H THC G A T E S . D G A T E S
C CONNECT IN PARALLEL AND S G A T E S CONNECT IN SERIES.
C
C M A T C S W IS A R R A Y CONTAINING SWITCHES.
C NOMACT IS A R R A Y WITH DORMANT BLOCKS AND RESPECTIVE SWITCHES.
C
KS : C
DO 523 IK = 1 ,M1
DO 522 I = 1.2C
JOT = IPATH(I.IK)
JG - G A T E I J G T )
C IS GATE A S G A T E • • «
IF C J G . E Q . A J 6 M GO TO 512
C IS GATE A 3 G A T E • • •
IF IJG.EQ. A ( 8 > > GO TO 513
C IS GATE NOT A D G A T E • • •
IF J J G . N E . A C 7 M 30 TC 522
C SET KS .NE. 0 . SINCE THIS IS 0 GATE.
KS - 1
C REMOVE LETTER P A R T OF THE GATE.
523 JS - AND (JGT.KNBCHNt
CHANGE TO S GATE .
JS = O R C J S . N S )
C TO BE 2 OR NOT BE 0 IS THE QUESTION.
IF ( K S » 529.527.529
529 DO 560 J - 1.M1
C THIS IS A C GATE. SO FIND T H A T S G A T E TO WHICH THIS D G A T E EELCNGS.
IF ( JS.EO.IPATHil.J) ) GO TO 561 - -
56-G-e-O-N-TI-MUE
561 NACVIJ 1 r NACVU 1 + 1
MK - N A C V ( J 1
MOOY 10
M O C Y 2C
MODY 3C
M O C Y 4 C
MODY 50





M O D Y 11C
MODY 12C
MODY 13C
M O C Y 14 G
K O D Y ISO
MOCY 16 C
MOOY 170
M O C Y iec
MODY 19C












M O C Y 3 2 C
M O D Y 33C
M O C Y 3 4 C
MODY 350
MOCY 36C















M O C Y 52C
MODY 530













C PLACE THIS BLOCK WITH A D GATE INTO NONACT-WITH ITS RESPECTIVE S G A T M O D Y 57C
N G N A C T I J .MK) - IK
KS : 0
GO TC 527
C REMOVE LETTER PART OF THE GATE.
513 JG - AND (JGT.KN&CHN)
CHANGE FROM G G A T E TC A D GATE.











































512 NRSW = NRSU
IN MATCSH AND ADD IT TO THE NUMBER
- - - - - - - - - -
c. . T H I S is A_ s GATE. so_ LIST_ IT
C FOUND IN THIS TREt THUS FAR. - - - - - - - - - -
MATCSHINRSW) = IK
GO TO 522
C SHIFT ALL GATES FOLLOWING THE 0 GATES ONE POSITION IN THE ARRAY
C SO THAT A S GATE CAN BE INSERTED AFTER THE D GATE.
527 L - 13 - I
DO 525 N = liL






C OUTPUT NONACT. M A T C S W AND THE MODIFIED TREE AS A CHECK.
IF INRSW.EQ.O J GO TO 578
IF1 IPRINT.EQ.O) GO TO 578
DO 57£ J - l .NRSW
NON r M A T C S W < J )
PRINT 51£. NCK
516 FORMAT « 'CSHITCH1 13. • CONTROLS THE FOLLOWING B L O C K S ' )
DO 53G K=l t20

















M C C Y 82C
MODY 83C
K O C Y 6 M C
MODY 850






M O C Y 9 2 C
MOOY 93C
M O C Y 9t C
MODY 952
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SUBROUTINE PRTEaiITEMP11 PR INT tMltLL6)
THIS SUBROUTINE SETS UP THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE EOUIVALENT BLOCKS




IF( IPRINT.EQ.C) GO TO 2C<»1
1<»C PRINT 905
905 FORMATC1HC17HEQUIVALENT BLOCKS)
20<41 DO 123 I = ltNl
IF(IPRINT.E3.CI GO TO 2C12
PRINT 9C6 t ( ITEMPt Jtl ) ,J=2 .LL6)
306 F O R M A T I ' O ' l O i a i
2f»2 DC 125 K-Z tLLB


















































































THIS SUBROUTINE PRINTS THE RELIABILITY BLOCK DIAGRAM,
DIME (.SIGN IB ( I S f Z t S D )
P R I N T 632
FORMAT!'CRELIAEILITY BLOCK DIAGRAM')
DO 18 I=1.M1
IF ( l E l l t i t l ) ) 2 1 t 2 2 t 2 1
I F ( I S I l f Z t 11)21.18,21
K = I B ( l . l . D + I
IF(K.LE.l) GC TO <4Q
FRINT 2 D 2 f I » ( l o t J t l t I » t J = 2 i K )
FORMATl lH05HBLOCi< I3 t3Xf3HINPUTimi3 f lXJ )
60 TO 1i
P R I N T 2 0 5 t l
F C R M A T { l H C 5 H f c L C C K I 3 « 3 X . 5 H I N P U T )
K - I B ( l t 2 t I I * i
I F ( K . L E . l ) G C T C t 2
PRINT 2 Q j F ( l i ( J » 2 f I ) . J - 2 t K >
F C R K A T d l X t o H O U T P U T . l ' * ! 13 tlX J)
GO TO 13
P R I N T 2 C 6
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C STANDBY SLOCKS MUST FOLLOW ALL OTHER INPUT BLOCKS IN INPUT LISTS IBSY 30
C FOR IB.
c SUBROUTINE: IBSTSY REARRANGES ANY ELEMENTS IN is THAT NEED IT.
C ALSO PRINTS THE SENSE B L O C K S .
C











IF< laiLrlt INS1.E3.CI GO TO 2262
CO 2210 V.-2 iKEND
IF( IS1L.1.IN3 J.NE.IRBIINS.KM GO TO 221C
NUM=NUH+1





2260 IFINUK.NE.C) GO TO 230C
PRINT 227CJ. INS. NUM. INS
227C F O R M A T ! '1ERRCR IN IBSTbY SUB. AT 227C . • / 'OERROR DURING SENSE
1K-I3.' INPUT R E A R R A N G E TO STORE A C T I V E BLOCKS BEFORE STANDBY
2S IN 161 '13 i '.I.' 13 • ' ) . • >
RETURN 1
C




IF( I3IJ.1.INS I.NE.C) GO TO 2330
ILEFTrILEFT+1
GO TO 23SC
233C IFIILEFT.EQ.iJ) GO TO 235C
C















C PRINT SENSE &LOCK AND STANDBY BLOCKS OF T H A T SENSE BLOCK.
C
IF( IPRINT.EQ.C) GO TO 2G 20
DC 2C25 K=2.L5
IF( IR8( INS.K) .EQ.O 30 TO 2026
. 2C25 CONTINUE
2026 K=K-1
PRINT 202if INS. (IRElINS.vJl . J=2.K)
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T R E A * F T R E E .
1







































































































CONNECT THE OUPUTS OF THE SU3DIAGRAM STORED IN IANDZ TO THE INPUTSSUB7 120
OF THE SU£DIAC-RAM STORED IN IAND (BUT HHCSE LOOSE ENDS ARE SUE7 13C























D I M E N S I O N N S A V E (13) .13(15.2.50)
COMMON/ALLSUb/Ml.M2»M3.K1 iM5 fM6 f M 7 tLl t L3 t LI . L5 .L6
C O M M O N / SUB /IP AT HI 20 » 50 It I A N D J 4 9 . 121 » I A N O Z ( 25» 12) t I A N t BL3 .M8
INTEGER EL3
L9 = .11 - 1
DO 13 I = l .LS
N S A V E 1 I ) = C
THE i12 LOOP TAKES THE SLOCK ENTRIES STORED IN IAND T H A T 00 NOT
H A V E THEIR INPUTS SPECIFIED AND P U T S THESE BLOCKS IN NSAVE.
DO 112 K-2 .L9
IF( lANDIKiIAK) Ji79t 112il79
L = I A N O ( K . I A N )
IF( IS (2. If L)> 112. 18 Q.1 12
NSAVE I N)=L
CONTINUE
GET RID OF DUPLICATE ENTRIES IN N S A V E
THE 157 LOOP IS NEEDED BECAUSE THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THAT IAND
D O E S NOT CONTAIN DUPLICATE ENTRIES.
N2=N-1
DO 157 K = 1 . N 2
IF ( N S A V E ( K ) 111 8. 117.118
K1=K»1
DC 158 K 2 - K 1 . N
IF( N S A V E ( K 2 ) - N S A V £ ( K ) ) 158.159.153
C O N T I N U E
GO TO 157
DO 81 K 2 - K . N 2
N S A V £ ( K 2 ) - N S A V E J K 2 * 1 )
N S A V E ( N ) = C
GO TO 85
C O N T I N U E
DO 791 K-2.L3
I F ( I A N D Z ( K . I AN))181.791 .181
M = I A N O Z ( K . I A I < t
00 16C K r = l f K 6
I P A T H I K 2 . H J - 8 L 3
DO 113 K i r l . N
LM=NSAVE(K1>
791
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TREA*FTREE.GATE
1 C G A T E 1C
2 C * * « E X P L A N A T I C N CF FORTRAN C O f c T R C L C A R D * * * S A T E 20
3 C A COMPILER ERROR IN THE UNIVAC 1103 F O R T R A N LEVEL 7E COMPILER GATE 30
<* C INHIBITS RETURNING THE C O R R E C T VALUE IN G A T E . WHILE N WILL G A T E HO
5 C HOLD THE C O R R E C T VALJEr THE STATEMENT G A T E = N HILL NOT TRANSFER G A T E 52
6 C THIS VALUE TO G A T E . THIS HAS BEEN FIXED ON THE LEVEL 8A G A T E 6C
7 C COMPILERr THUS THE CONTROL CARD. NOTE THAT THE 8A WILL NOT GATE 70
8 C BECOME THE S Y S T E M S T A N D A R D BECAUSE OF INCOMPATIBILITY WITH G A T E 8C
9 C ENCODE/DECODE. IF MAKING MODIFICATIONS TO THIS PROGRAM. 00 NOTGATE 90
1C C USE ENCODE/DECODE WITHOUT REWRITING THIS SUBROUTINE TO W O R K G A T E ICC
11 C WITH THE LEVEL 7E COMPILER. GATE 110
12 C G A T E 12C
13 I N T E G E R F U N C T I O N O A T E ( I P ) G A T E 13D
1<4 C O M M O N / G T / B L 1 G A T E 142
15 I N T E G E R 3LI GATE 15C
16 IJ:IP G A T E 16C
17 N = B L i G A T E 17C
18 F L D ( C . 6 t N ) = F L D ( O t S . I J I G A T E 180
19 GATE=N GATE 190
20 RETURN . G A T E 200
21 END GATE 210
























THIS SUBROUTINE PUTS THE QUANTITIES OF INPUTS AND
BLOCK INTO THE FIRST ELEMENT OF THE IB A R R A Y .
D I M E N S I O N I E ( 1 5 f 2 i 5 0 )
00 1021 J =• i t K l
IF ( < I B ( 2 t i . J ) * I 3 ( 2 t 2 f J ) 1 .EG.C1 GO TO 1021
OC 1G1Q I = 2 .L3
IF H B I I t i i J ) .EQ. 0) GO TC 1011
1C1C C O N T I N U E
1011 IB C l t l t J ) = 1-2
DO 1012 I - 2 i L 3
IF ( I B ( I t 2 f J > . EQ. C) £C TO 1C13
1012 C O N T I N U E
1013 I B ( l t 2 . J ) - 1-2
1021 C O N T I N U E
PRINT 2COS
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